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Rooms discussions phases allowed sharing and communication on pertinent topics with members from all over the world. This was enjoyed by all.

As we all recognize that working in a correctional setting is demanding for staff, one of our Learning Academy’s topics was on Staff Motivation and Well-Being, which focused on international research and reviewed best practices aiming at transforming culture to improve staff well-being and outcomes. If you missed this session or any others, they are all available in a recorded format in “Rewind” on the ICPA’s website.

We take this opportunity to thank all participants, speakers, and especially our Agency-members for allocating time for some of their staff to attend. We would also like to acknowledge the excellent work of the Programme Committee: Isabel Hight (Chair), Michael Spurr, Frank Porporino, Robert Goble and Michelle Carpentier. ICPA would like to extend its gratitude to them for their hard work, and for playing a major role in making this initiative a great success! Thank you!

We are pleased to announce that the Learning Academy will continue this year with equally powerful themes.

Moreover, in a constant effort to offer more to our members, I would like to invite you, personally, to our next events.

On March 2nd, as part of our Planning and Design series, we will present a live webinar on Correctional Design for Care and Treatment.

People are our most valuable asset and investing in staff’s competencies and wellness is of the utmost importance for any organisation. This is particularly true in prisons and correctional services where staff deals with a variety of events, involving violent and mentally ill offenders. This newsletter focuses on this topic of ‘Investing in Staff’ from different innovative angles.

Among the strategies in place to maintain the skills and competencies of the workforce, there is continuous learning and sharing for professional development. It is in this context that ICPA launched last November ACHIEVE: ICPA’s Online Learning Academy. This latest initiative brought rich and diverse content from prominent academics and accomplished practitioners.

The feedback, from this unique learning experience for our members, has been great. The Q&A and Facilitated Chat
On April 15th, an Online Dialogue on “The Hidden Casualties of COVID? Understanding Prison Staff Well-Being in a crisis” will take place. Do not miss it!

From April 28 to 30th, this year’s 4th Global Technology in Corrections Conference – Disrupting Corrections will be held virtually.

Please keep following us on our webpage and social networks for the unveiling of upcoming events.

Your membership is appreciated, we thank you for being part of our Global Corrections Community! Please stay safe!

Manon Bisson
Executive Director, ICPA
CEGA SERVICES/CONTACT CENTER, INC.

is proud to work with the ICPA Staff Training and Development Network

HTTP://TRAINING.CEGASERVICES.COM/
Introduction: Project's Background

The 2-year project “B-COMPETENT Boosting Competences in Penitentiary Staff in Europe” (2019-2021), co-funded by the EU Justice Programme and implemented by a Consortium of 7 Partners from Italy, Spain and Albania, aims to build capacity of prison front-line civilian staff through the acquisition of specific skills and competencies related to human rights protection with focus on foreign inmates’ special needs and rights, in line with the EU and international law.

Not only is training in general important for people who have probably never worked in prison before, but this training must also respond to additional difficulties such as, for example, the fact that many of the people deprived of their liberty are foreigners with different cultural and communication background and expression, not only different from national inmates but also from staff, that in many cases need reinforced communication skills to be able to carry on their daily work.

“Language and different cultural background can act as barriers for understanding rules, commands, and -formal and informal- ways in which prison works, which results in unequal capacity to access and exercise rights”
The GEO Group is committed to providing leading, evidence-based rehabilitation programs to individuals while in-custody and post-release into the community through the GEO Continuum of Care®. GEO's diversified services platform provides unique capabilities for the delivery of educational and vocational programs, cognitive behavioral and substance abuse treatment, and faith-based services across the entire corrections spectrum.

www.geogroup.com • solutions@geocareinc.com
ICPA ACTIVITIES

Thanks to the ICPA’s Learning Academy Programme Committee

ICPA would like to extend its gratitude to the Achieve Learning Academy’s Programme Committee for their hard work, and for playing a major role in making this initiative a great success!

Achieve Learning Academy 2020 Programme Committee Members:
• Isabel Hight, Chairperson of the Committee, Australia
• Dr. Frank J. Porporino, Canada
• Michael Spurr, United Kingdom
• Michelle Carpentier, Canada
• Robert Goble, USA

ICPA Annual General Meeting 2020

Delegates who attended the ICPA Annual General Meeting, held digitally on 20 October 2020, heard the reports on ICPA’s activities, financial health and future plans. Three new board members were elected – Secretary Mark Inch, Agency Head, Florida Department of Corrections, USA, Mr. Paul Geurts, Prison Systems Advisor, Prison Systems Support, Netherlands, and Ms. Yong Lee SHIE, Commissioner of Prisons, Singapore Prison Service.

Ms. Leann Bertsch, Sr. Vice President, Corrections Management and Training Corporation, United States was re-elected for a second term.

Get a glimpse of the Advancing Corrections Journal!

Do Risk Assessments Play a Role in the Enduring ‘Color Line’?’. The authors – Yilma Woldgabreal, Andrew Day and Armon Tamatea – argue that ‘risk assessments are inherently biased and disproportionally disadvantage people of color in Western correctional systems’.

Read this featured article and our full issue to get the evidence-based on Understanding, Assessing, Managing and Reducing Risk.
ICPA ACTIVITIES

Planning and Design Webinar - Correctional Design for Care and Treatment

Correctional establishments have often become “de facto” hospitals for acutely and chronically ill inmates with many mental and physical issues. There are also consequences for probation services to prepare and guarantee effective rehabilitation afterwards.

Data shows that between 30% to 60% of incarcerated people have a diagnosable mental disorder or illness. Currently, our correctional facilities are not or only slightly capable of providing a curative environment using more normalized features to these inmates. The corona pandemic is causing an unprecedented economic and social disruption for many sectors and is also accelerating a digital and technological revolution. Penitentiary and correctional systems are also affected by this.

READ MORE

4th Technology in Corrections Conference - Disrupting Corrections

The virtual conference will comprise a number of plenary presentations and workshops from both public and private perspectives on the challenges and possible solutions of using technologies in corrections.

Over the course of the event, participants will have the opportunity to interact and contribute during workshops and to network and discuss issues in detail. Participants will also learn more about some of the present offerings from leading technology providers in the field.

READ MORE

ICPA Achieve Learning Academy 2021

ICPA is delighted to inform you about its plans to organise the Achieve Online Learning Academy in 2021. Building on the success from the 2020 edition, we are looking to put together a new and more diverse agenda which would cover broader range of topics. It will be available to ICPA Professional, Full, and Staff-Agency Members.

UPDATES COMING SOON!!

READ MORE
In our efforts to achieving safer communities through the safe reintegation of offenders as law-abiding citizens, it is the front line correctional staff that best help achieve this. They deliver the programs, model behaviour, coach, guide and council offenders all while supervising their incarceration and maintaining their safety and security. Without well-developed, engaged, productive staff, we simply could not achieve this noble agenda. Staff and the human relationships they foster are the cornerstone of this endeavour. For this reason, staff are our most valuable asset. Organizations should not only select the best staff available, but also develop them to become the best humans they can be. Not just professionally, but physically, mentally, spiritually, and emotionally too. For when staff are developed and healthy, their contribution to our collective agenda is increased.

It is easy to comprehend the value in investing our time, money and efforts into developing our offenders. That is largely our purpose, our goal, our intent. To develop offenders into becoming successful, healthy, productive, contributing members of our society. We recognize that an offender’s development is multi faceted. We encourage, assist, and support as many aspects of their personal development as we can. Should it be any different for our staff who are driving this effort?

Unfortunately correctional staff can break. Prolonged exposure to critical incidents, violence, threats, and dangers have a negative long-term impact.

“Staff and the human relationships they foster are the cornerstone of this endeavour.”
Rehabilitation Philosophy and Practice – Online Resources
Avraham Hoffman, Founder and former Director General of the Israeli Prisoner Rehabilitation Authority (PRA)

When I founded the Israeli Prisoner Rehabilitation Authority (PRA) in 1983 many people in Israel and around the world believed it was an impossible mission. Our new and unconventional approaches, methods, and the emphasis on the need to especially ensure a sustained successful rehabilitation after the release from prison led to unprecedented rates of successful rehabilitation and reintegration into society.

My website is meant to share with professionals as well as with the public my rehabilitation philosophy and practices and thus offer inspiration as well as practical knowledge and tools. You are invited to leave a comment and share your thoughts on the website, open a discussion and further the global dissemination of the fundamental belief that prisoner rehabilitation is possible, a moral obligation and an important step to create a safer society.

From a Small Idea, to the Sydney Opera House
Corrective Services New South Wales

For the majority of the Australian public, television news reports of an offender being sentenced in court and led into a prison van are the final images they have of the justice system. Little are they aware that it’s when the offenders arrive at prison that the journey to safely manage and rehabilitate them begins.

This article looks at the impact of an idea, which was to recognise the work of the correctional staff, and how this campaign became such a success that was even projected on the Sydney Opera House.

Coping with Covid: Stocken’s story
Michelle Gilbody, Directorate of Safety and

The lockdown at Her Majesty’s Prison (HMP) Stocken hasn’t been easy. The staff and residents have pulled together by doing charity work, forums, bacon sandwich Friday’s, competitions and even a book club. This aside, there has been some dark times for the residents and staff.

There have been some low times where staff have needed that extra support and residents have not been able to contact their family or see their family as much as they could. However, the safety team, care team, mental health ally’s, TRIM team, counsellors, listeners and more have all worked hard to support and care for one another.
Video Visitation keeps faces familiar and sustains contact

No matter what the situation is, there’s nothing quite like seeing those you love and care about. That’s why we offer a new web/app-based video visitation solution for inmates and relatives. The security features give facility personnel real peace of mind.

- Intuitive and easy to use
- Helps strengthen and maintain family bonds
- Seeing loved ones reduces aggression
- Real time contact
- Familiar Telio functionality

DISCOVER THE LATEST IN INNOVATIVE CORRECTIONAL FACILITY COMMUNICATION.

WWW.TEL.IO
Research shows that communication between inmates and their families reduces the inmate’s incidence of behavioral issues while also improving family stability and successful reintegration.

GTL, the Leading Provider of Corrections Communications Worldwide

- More than 2,300 customer facilities across 5 continents
- Network of prestigious local partners
- 1.6 million inmates
- 3.89 billion call minutes
- 13 million video family visits
- Over 30 years of experience

Contacts and more at www.gtl.net/international

Helping Prisons and Probation Work. For Prisoners, For Staff, For Society

20+ years’ experience in Justice
10+ countries
2,000,000 probation cases managed in the UK National Delius
2,000,000,000 prisoner self-service transactions processed

ICPA GOLD MEMBERS
COMMUNITY EVENTS - 2021

APPA'S VIRTUAL 2021 WINTER TRAINING INSTITUTE
22-26 February 2021
More Info

THE 14TH UN CONGRESS ON CRIME PREVENTION AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE
7-12 March 2021
More Info

APAI’S 2021 ANNUAL TRAINING CONFERENCE
14-17 March 2021
More Info

LEPH2021
22-26 March 2021
More Info

CTA’S 2021 ANNUAL TECHNOLOGY SUMMIT
5-8 June 2021
More Info

ACA’S 151ST CONGRESS OF CORRECTION
12-17 August 2021
More Info

CLA’S MIDWEST REGION MEETING 2021
15-18 September 2021
More Info

CLA’S 2021 NORTHEAST REGION MEETING
25-27 September 2021
More Info

WORLD CONGRESS ON PROBATION AND PAROLE 2021
28 September - 1 October 2021
More Info

Research shows that communication between inmates and their families reduces the inmate’s incidence of behavioral issues while also improving family stability and successful reintegration.

GTL, the Leading Provider of Corrections Communications Worldwide
Contacts and more at www.gtl.net/international

- More than 2,300 customer facilities across 5 continents
- Network of prestigious local partners
- 1.6 million inmates
- 3.89 billion call minutes
- 13 million video family visits
- Over 30 years of experience

+44 (0) 20 7036 3810   |   enquiries@unilink.com  |   www.unilink.com  

U-Case Integrated Offender Case Management
Probation Case Management
Custodial Management System
U-PP Prisoner Self-service Platform
U-Comms Unilink Communications
Security & Integrations
Insight Business Intelligence

Excellence Through Innovation
Helping Prisons and Probation Work.
For Prisoners, For Staff, For Society

2,000,000 probation cases managed in the UK
2,000,000,000 prisoner self-service transactions processed
20+ years' experience in Justice
10+ countries

CLA'S MIDWEST REGION MEETING 2021
15-18 September 2021
More Info

CLA’S 2021 NORTHEAST REGION MEETING
25-27 September 2021
More Info

WORLD CONGRESS ON PROBATION AND PAROLE 2021
28 September - 1 October 2021
More Info
Looking Back to Move Forward: Improving Correctional Staff Training

The authors of this article sought to answer if the experience of the retired correctional officer could be used to assist those who are currently employed in corrections.

Francesca McCarthy, Gabrielle Armer, Jason Dedek-Keeler, Christopher Grattan, & LaTrelle Jackson

Introduction

Correctional staff members are tasked with one of the toughest jobs in the United States—maintaining order and safety in America’s prisons. A wealth of literature has established that those tasked with correctional jobs face high levels of stress that puts them at risk for a variety of negative outcomes. Negative outcomes include work-family conflict (Armstrong, et al., 2015), maladaptive coping strategies (Trounson & Pfeifer, 2017; Shepherd et al., 2019), higher rates of Posttraumatic Stress Disorder and depression than the general population (Denhof & Spinaris, 2017; French, 2017), stress related illness and reduced life span (Dowden & Tellier, 2004; Lerman, 2017), and an increased risk of suicide (Lerman, 2017; Violanti, 2017). Correctional organizations also suffer, as stress has been connected to higher rates of job turnover, absenteeism, and lowered organizational commitment (Barton-Bellessa et al., 2015; Hogan et al., 2013; Griffin et al, 2010). Stress puts both correctional staff and correctional facilities at risk.

Interestingly, the research that explores the specific causes of stress has only been examined through the lens of currently employed staff members. Those who have conducted research with currently employed staff have made clear connections between role overload, role ambiguity, safety concerns, understaffing, work overload, prison overcrowding and job stress (Lambert et al., 2020; Steiner & Wooldredge, 2015). What has yet to be researched is retired correctional staff

“Correctional organizations also suffer, as stress has been connected to higher rates of job turnover...”
UNDERSTANDING RISK IN CORRECTIONS

Read our featured article from Issue #10 of Advancing Corrections and get a glimpse of the Journal!

READ NOW ON
www.icpa.org
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JOIN ICPA ONLINE AT WWW.ICPA.ORG
ARE YOU A CORRECTIONS PROFESSIONAL?

BE PART OF THE GLOBAL CORRECTIONS COMMUNITY

If you work in prisons, corrections or come from a background in criminal justice you will find that ICPA is the Association for you. Globally our members comprise individuals and organisations each contributing their knowledge and expertise as part of our unique professional network.

ABOUT ICPA

ICPA is an innovative, learning platform which enhances international and inter-agency co-operation. We actively promote policies and standards for humane and effective correctional policies and practices, assisting in their development and implementation. We believe that imprisonment is a last resort and support the development of alternative sanctions and community corrections. We believe in integrity and professionalism, the sharing of ideas and partnerships. We believe in the capacity for positive change in individuals, their dignity and the duty to protect their rights.

- Get Recognised
- Network with other professionals
- Contribute your ideas and learn from others
- Attend conferences, workshop and events
- Access presentations and materials
- Display your skills and expertise
- Seek opportunities
- Support the platform for advancing corrections

Join today www.icpa.org
email: contacticpa@icpa.org
Support our Association and be part of the Global Corrections Community

Your contribution is vital to help us achieve our mission of advancing professional corrections

And here’s just a few of our membership benefits...

- Agency Membership Certificate
- Access to Online Materials
- Search and Network with other Members of the Community with our CONNECT Service
- Join our Networks
- Special Staff Memberships for Public Sector Agencies
- Take part in ICPA Activities
- Voting Rights at ICPA Annual General Meeting
- Complimentary or Discounted Event Registrations
- Highlighting in our Community Directory
- Exhibition Space for Corporate Members
- Advertisement and Recognition in ICPA Materials
- Special Rates and Offers from Partner Agencies
- Access Advancing Corrections Journal and Beyond the Wall Newsletter
- Receive our e-Bulletins and Updates
- Access our Video-on-Demand Service “Rewind”
- Access to our Present Live Webinar service
- Access to the ICPA Achieve Online Learning Academy

WHO CAN JOIN?

INDIVIDUALS
- Correctional Staff and Practitioners
- Senior Management and Heads of Service
- Freelance Consultants
- Business Entrepreneurs
- Academics / Researchers

PUBLIC SECTOR AGENCIES
- National and State Prison Agencies
- Academic Institutes

CORPORATE SECTOR ORGANISATIONS
- Private Sector Companies
- NGO / Non-Profit Organisations
- Third Sector / Voluntary Organisations

Membership Plans Available for Agencies and Individuals. For more information visit our website or contact us. Try ICPA Basic Membership today for free!
ICPA MEMBERSHIP PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

MEMBERSHIP PUBLICATIONS

Our peer-reviewed Advancing Corrections Journal is published twice-yearly and contains practitioner-focused articles from authors around the world. Available in digital and hard-copy for members.

‘Beyond the Wall’ is ICPA’s community newsletter sent to all members in a digital format twice-yearly and contains news and updates on recent activities and initiatives.

Members receive each a regular round-up of announcements, notifications, highlighted articles and more through our e-Bulletin published each quarter.

MEMBERSHIP SERVICES

The ICPA Online Academy provides opportunities for learning through a programme of webinars and interactive exchange sessions.

Online searchable directory of individuals, agencies and companies involved in prisons and corrections. Create your own profile and connect with others.

The ‘Rewind’ service is an on-demand video library containing recordings from past conference sessions and webinars. Over 300 hours of material available online.

Introducing ‘Present’ - ICPA’s latest service to members by providing a platform for attending online presentations and training through live webinar sessions.
**EVENTS**

**Annual Conference:** ICPA’s flagship event which sees the global correctional community coming together each October for a 5-day event comprising over 100 sessions, networking and facility visits.

**Technology in Corrections:** A popular thematic conference over 2 days sharing information on the latest technologies for improving the corrections system. Organised every 2 years.

**Correctional Research Symposium:** Two-day event which brings together researchers and academics on the study and analysis of correctional practices. Organised every 2 years.

**Correctional Excellence Awards:** Recognising the achievements of our colleagues in the field, our annual Awards Programme highlights exemplary practice during our Annual Conference.

**Heads of Service Forum:** An exclusive gathering of Heads of Public Sector Services to discuss the latest challenges within their systems and to advise ICPA on future activities.

**Annual General Meeting:** Members can have their say on Association matters and cast their votes in elections of our governing Board.

More info: www.icpa.org
WATCH PAST ACHIEVE LEARNING ACADEMY SESSIONS ON REWIND!

“Practical ideas to help create a rehabilitative culture”

“The ongoing journey to building staff motivation and wellness”

“Delivering effective probation in so-called Community Hubs”

“What we know and don’t know about criminalized women”

ICPA MEMBERS CAN ATTEND OUR ACHIEVE LEARNING ACADEMY FOR FREE!
BECOME AN AUTHOR!
ICPA ENCOURAGES CONTRIBUTIONS TO BEYOND THE WALL ISSUE #8

THEME: Offender Population-Specific Strategies

SUBMISSIONS DEADLINE: 6 August 2021

PUBLICATION DATE: December 2021


MORE INFORMATION: alexpetrov@icpa.org
4TH TECHNOLOGY IN CORRECTIONS CONFERENCE

DISRUPTING CORRECTIONS

Virtual Event
28-30 April, 2021

FOLLOW UPDATES ON:
#CORRECTIONSTECH2021

REGISTER ONLINE!
www.corrections-technology.com
ICPA’S VIDEO-ON-DEMAND SERVICE

Rewind is a video-on-demand service which gives all ICPA Professional, Full and Staff Members access to more than a hundred video resources. Watch presentations from past ICPA Conferences.

Access the videos on:
www.icpa.org/rewind-icpa-video-on-demand-service

ICPA PLANNING AND DESIGN HUB

An ICPA community to inspire, share and collaborate on the planning and design of humane correctional facilities

https://pd-hub.icpa.org